geoHeritage Fife
was set up in 2000 to:

* publicise Fife's geological heritage
* provide educational resources in geology
* promote geotourism

If you would like to assist with these aims, consider joining the group by contacting:
geoHeritage Fife
01334 826023

Scottish Charity No. SC 032509

Other geological trails:
St. Monans, Dura Den, Ladybank carln, Holy Trinity Church (St. Andrews), Historical Geoscientists (St. Andewra).

Fife RIGS
RIGS are Regionally Important Geological (and Geomorphological) Sites.

The scheme was devised to encourage local involvement in the identification, designation and monitoring of sites of local and national educational and scientific importance. Fife RIGS is concerned with identifying and assessing the local geodiversity, and notifying the statutory planning authority about these sites.

Fife RIGS was incorporated into geoHeritage Fife in December 2004.

Mike Brown, (Chair, UKRIGS)
0131 667 1000

Transport Information
St. Andrews is served by Stagecoach buses:
Services 99 - Dundee and Leuchars; 95 - Leven, Anstruther and Crail; 64 - Falkland and Auchtermuchty; 23 - Stirling, X24 - Glasgow, X59 - Edinburgh, Glenrothes and Cupar; F1, F2 - Newburgh.

First Scotrail train services call at Leuchars from most stations between Aberdeen and Edinburgh.